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Trademark

This trademark is owned by Wuhan Maiwe
Communication Co., Ltd.
Mwring is the trademark used for link redundancy and self-recovery
technology, owned by Wuhan Maiwe Communication Co., Ltd.
Microsoft and Windows is registered trademark owned by Microsoft.

Copyright
Copyright © Wuhan Maiwe Communication Co., Ltd.

Clarification
The user manual is applicable to MIGE1203 series industrial gigabit media
converter/MIGE2205G series industrial ethernet switch.
Please read the following license agreement carefully before using this manual.
The products described in this manual can be used only if you agree on the
following license agreement.

Important Statement
Any information provided by our company in this manual does not represent for
corresponding authorization on these information.
Our company attempts to ensure the accuracy and applicability for the
information provided in this manual, however our company does not assume
any responsibility for the use of these information, and does not assume any
joint responsibility for the use of these information. There may be a few
technical or typographical errors in the product and manual. The company
reserves the right to change all or part of this manual without prior notice.

Statement
Due to continuous update and improvement of products and
technology, the contents of this document may not be completely
consistent with the actual products, appreciate for your understanding.
If necessary to inquiry the updates of the product, please check our
official website or contact our representative directly.
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Safe Use Instruction

This product performance is excellent and reliable in the designed range of use,
but it’s necessary to avoid man-made damage or destroy for the
equipment.

Read the manual carefully and keep this manual for reference if need
afterwards.

Do not put the device close to the water sources or damp places.
Do not put anything on the power cable, it should be placed out of reach.
To avoid causing fire, do not knot or wrap the cable.
Power connector and other device connectors should be firmly

connected with each other, frequently inspection is needed.
Please keep the fiber socket and plug clean. Do not look directly at the

fiber section when the equipment is working.
Please keep the equipment clean and wipe it with a soft cotton cloth if

necessary.
Please do not repair the equipment by yourself, unless there is clear

instructions in the manual.

Under the following circumstances, please cut off power immediately and
contact us.

Equipment water damage.
The equipment is broken or the casing is broken.
The equipment works abnormally or the performance has completely

changed.
The equipment produces odor, smoke or noise.

Statement: Information requiring explanation in use of the managed software.
Attention: Matters requiring specific attention in the use of the managed
software.
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Introduction
1. Product outline
1.1. Product Introduction

MIGE1203G-GS/M and MIGE1203G-GS/M-DB9 are 2 10/100/1
000Base-T port and 1 1000Base-X optical fiber interface adaptive

industrial-grade Ethernet Optical fiber transceiver which applied to the optical
fiber remote transmission of Ethernet signal.

MIGE2205G is 5 10/100/1000Base-T port adaptive high performance
industrial Ethernet switch. MIGE2205-GS/M is 4 10/100/1000Base-T port and
1 adaptive industrial Ethernet switch with 1000Base-X optical fiber
interface.One interface of MIGE1203G-GS/M-DB9 is a DB9 port.Other models
are all RJ45 ports, and each has an adaptive function, automatically configure
set to 10/100/1000Base-T state and full-duplex or half-duplex operation mode
and connect MDI/MDI-X. This product uses standard 35mm pitch DIN card and
the rail-mounted installation method is very suitable for installation applications
on industrial sites.

1.2. Features
1.2.1. High-performance Ethernet switch interface:

Data Store and Forward method
10/100/1000Base-T adaptive Ethernet electrical interface, of which

10/100Base-T support full-duplex or half-duplex mode, 1000Base-T supports
full-duplex mode

1000Base-X optical fiber interface, the interface is a shielded SFP base
Compliant IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab, IEEE802.z,

IEEE802.3x
Lightning protection standard 10/700us: CM 6kV-150A and DM 2kV-50A

1.2.2. Industrial grade power supply design
Power range:
AC model AC85-264V or DC110-370V
DC standard model DC12-48V, optional DC48V (36-72V)
Electrical surge, overcurrent, anti-reverse protection and excellent EMC

performance
Environmental materials ,5.08mm pitch and easy to access power

terminals
1.2.3. Solid exterior design

Single-rib aluminum chassis design with heat dissipation surface, no fan
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for efficient heat dissipation, working temperature -40°C~85°C
High-strength enclosed aluminum housing enables the system to work

reliably in harsh and dangerous Industrial environment
Normal product is DIN rail installation, and it can also provide accessory

for other installation methods

1.3. Packing List
The product packaging list is as below, if any item is missing or damaged,

please contact the agent or Wuhan Maiwe Communication Co., Ltd customer
service center, they will assist you to replace or supplement.

Items Quantity
MIGE1203 Gigabit media converter 1pcs

User manual 1pcs
Certificate or warranty cards 1pcs
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2. Interface specification
The following MIGE2205-GF model as an example to illustrate the

interface type of the device:

1:Ground screw 2:Power input interface 3:Indicator light
4:Ethernet DB9 interface 5:Ethernet RJ45 interface 6:Gigabit fiber interface
7:DIN-Rail deck

2.1. Ground screw
The industrial Ethernet switch has a ground screw, connect one end of the

ground wire to the cold press after crimping the terminal, fix it to the ground
hole of the chassis with a ground screw. The other end of the ground wire can
be rely on the ground to access the earth. The cross section of the grounding
wire shall not be less than 2.5mm².
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2.2. Power input interface
The DC power supply models of this series of switches support DC12-48V

power supply by default. Optional DC48V, support dual power input, the two
power supplies are mutually backup.

The AC power supply models of this series of switches support
DC110-370V and AC85-264V power, when using AC models, the voltage can
only be input from V1+ and V1-, and V1+ is connected to fire line L, V1-
connect to neutral line N, please do not connect from V2+, V2-, and pay
attention to prevent electrical shock.

2.3. Indicator light
The front panel indicators of this series of switches indicate the current

working status of the switch. Specific instructions is shown as below:
LED Condition Status

System status LED

PWR1/PWR2
ON Power connect and normally operate

OFF The power is not connected or the
system is not operating normally

RUN FLICKER System operate normally
OFF System fault

Fiber port status LED

L/A1 or G1

ON Port has established a valid network
connection

FLICKER Port has network activity

OFF The port has not established a valid
network connection

Ethernet RJ45 port status LED
Each Ethernet RJ45 port has two indicator lights, the yellow light is the
port rate indicator,the green light is the port connection status indicator.
1G(yellow
light)

ON 1000M Working status
OFF 10/100M working status
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L/A(green
light)

ON Port has established a valid network
connection

FLICKER Port has network activity

OFF The port has not established a valid
network

2.4. Ethernet DB9 interface
MIGE1203G-GS/M-DB9 has a DB9 interface. In use, the switch DB9

interface can be led to other Ethernet terminal equipment via a network cable
(direct connection or crossover). The order of the DB9 interface pin numbers is
shown in the figure below.

Each DB9 port supports IEEE802.3x adaptive, so the most suitable
transmission mode (half duplex or full duplex) and data rate (10/100/1000Mbps)
can be automatic selection (the connected device must also support this
feature).If the device connected to these ports does not support
auto-adaptation, the port will force itself to work at the same rate as the other to
avoid full/half duplex mismatch. The transmission mode will default to half
duplex and flow control will be automatically disabled.The Gigabit port line
sequence is compatible with 100M ports, specifically between DB9 and RJ45
line sequence correspondence is shown in the figure below

RJ45 and DB9 connection method
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Direct connection method of DB9 and DB9
Note: The color definition of the cable in the figure refers to the

EIA/TIA568B specification.

2.5. Ethernet RJ45 interface
Each RJ45 port has an adaptive function and supports automatic

MDI/MDI-X connection.The switch can be connected to terminal equipment,
servers,cable or other switches. Each port supports IEEE802.3x adaptive, so
the most appropriate transmission mode (half-duplex or full-duplex) and data
rate (10Mbps, 100Mbps or 1000Mbps) can be automatically selected (the
connected device must also support this feature).

If the device connected to these ports does not support auto-negotiation,
the port will force itself to works at the same rate as other to avoid full/half
duplex mismatch,the transmission mode will default to half Duplex, flow control
will also be automatically disabled.
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The RJ45 port connection is as shown in the figure below. The 100M direct
connection and crossover cable is compatible with Gigabit.

Five types of direct connection cable wiring method

Five types of crossover cable wiring method
Note: The color definition of the cable in the figure refers to the

EIA/TIA568B specification.

2.6. Gigabit fiber interface
This product has a 1000Base-X full-duplex single-mode/multi-mode

optical fiber interface and adopts SFP hot-swappable components and the
optical fiber interface adopts an LC interface. Optical fiber interfaces need to
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be used in pairs (TX and RX are a pair), TX port is the optical transmitting end
which is connected to the optical receiving end RX of another remote switch
optical interface; RX port is the optical receiving end which is connected to the
optical transmitting TX of the same remote switch optical interface. It use 2
redundant 1000Base-X optical fiber interfaces to connect to the optical
interfaces of two remote switches at the same time.

The optical module of SFP is shown in the figure below.

2.7. DIN-Rail deck
This product supports standard DIN35 rail installation
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3. Hardware installation
3.1. Installation requirement

This industrial Ethernet switch is a single structure. Before installation, you
should first confirm that there is a suitable working environment, including
power requirements, sufficient space, whether it is close to network equipment
which is going to be connected and whether other equipment are in place.
Please confirm the following installation requirements:

Power requirements: normally standard products use 24V power supply,
other power supply system please refer to the product label, the power label on
the shell and related instructions.

Environmental requirements: temperature -40℃～+85℃, relative

humidity 5～95% (no condensation)

Grounding resistance requirements: <5Ω
According to the contract configuration requirements, check whether the

optical cable is laid in place and whether the optical fiber connector is suitable
Avoid direct sunlight, stay away from heat sources or strong

electromagnetic interference area
Standard product install on the DIN rail. Check if there are cables and

connector required for installation

Notice
Be sure to disconnect the power cord before installing or connecting the

Ethernet switch. Calculate the maximum possible current in each power line
and common line, and observe all electrical information to know the
maximum current allowed by lines of different widths. If the current exceeds
the maximum rated current, the wires will overheat and cause serious
damage to the equipment.

At the same time, the following must be noted:
Separate the paths of power lines and equipment lines. If the two paths

must cross, make sure that these lines are perpendicular at the intersection.
Do not lay signal lines or communication lines and power lines in the same
pipeline. To avoid interference, lines with different signal characteristics
should be separated. We can use the type of signal transmitted in a line to
determine which lines should be separated. The rule of thumb is that wires
with the same electrical characteristics can be bundled together. Separate
the input and output lines. It is strongly recommended to label all equipment
lines in the system when necessary.
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The switch must be connected to the protective ground:
Grounding and wiring can effectively suppress the noise impact caused

by electromagnetic interference. The ground connection should be made
before connecting the equipment, from the ground screw to the ground
surface.

3.2. Host Installation
3.2.1. Rail-mounted installation

When taking out the device from the packing box, the rear panel of the
switch should have fixed the connection seat of the DIN rail. If the switch needs
to be installed on the DIN rail, you should check the installation of the DIN rail
before installation.It mainly includes the following two contents:

Whether the DIN rail is firmly fixed and sufficient space on the DIN rail to
install the switch

Whether there is a power supply suitable for switch work on the DIN rail
After selecting the installation location of the switch, follow the steps

below to install the switch on the DIN rail
Insert the upper part of the DIN rail into the slot on the upper part of the

DIN rail connecting seat with the circlip.
Slightly push down on the top panel of the switch and turn the device as

shown in Figure A below
As shown in Figure B below, insert the DIN rail into the DIN rail

connector to confirm that the switch is reliably installed on the DIN rail

3.2.2. Cable connection
After correct installation, you can install and connect the cables, mainly

include the following interface of cable connections.
Business interface
The gigabit port of the terminal equipment provided by the product is a

10BaseT/100BaseTX/1000Base-T Ethernet RJ45 interface. Straight-through
network cable to connect to the terminal device and crossover network cable to
connect to the network device.
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Connect the power supply
When all other cables are connected, you can connect to the power supply

of the product identification specification.

3.3. fiber port connection
3.3.1. Hot swap of SFP module

This switch provides 1000Base-X full-duplex single-mode or multi-mode
fiber interface
Warning:

This switch uses lasers to transmit signals on fiber optic cables. The laser
meets the requirements of Class 1 laser products, and normal operation is
harmless to eyes. But when the equipment is powered on, do not look directly
at the optical transmission port and the end face of the optical fiber terminator

SFP hot plug steps:
During SFP, observe the end with PCB gold finger
Insert the golden finger end into the metal shielding cage of the SFP, and

hear a clicking sound to indicate that the device has been inserted in place,
and then put the SFP plug-in handle on the normal position parallel to the
interface ,then you can use it.

SFP hot pull steps
First pull down the SFP plug-in and pull-out handle perpendicular to the

interface. At this time, the optical component should be disconnected from the
hook of the SPF shielding cage.

Pull out the SFP module in parallel

The hot plugging steps of SFP module are shown in the figure below

3.3.2. Optical fiber connection
Connect the pluggable fiber optic module steps are as follows
Remove and keep the rubber cover of the SFP port. When not use, put

on a rubber sleeve to protect the optical fiber terminator .
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Check the optical fiber terminator if it is clean. Slightly moisten a clean
paper towel or cotton ball, and gently wipe the cable plug. Dirty optical fiber
terminator will reduce the quality of optical transmission and affect port
performance

Connect one end of the optical cable to the optical interface, and the
other end to the optical interface of another device

After connection is completed, check the corresponding LINK/ACT
indicator of the optical port on the front panel. If the indicator is on, the
connection is valid.
3.3.3. Laying out cables

The cable layout must meet the following conditions:
Before laying out the cables, check whether the specifications, models

and quantities of all cables are in compliance with the construction drawing
design and contract requirements

Before laying the cable, check whether the cable is damaged, whether
there is a factory record and quality assurance certificate to prove its quality.

The specifications, quantity, routing direction, and location of the cables
to be laid should meet the design requirements of the construction drawings.
The length of each cable should be determined according to the actual
location.

Separate user cables and power cords
No broken wires or joints in the middle of the laid cables
Cables should be laid out neatly in the walkway, with even and smooth
Straight in the slot and not go beyond and block other cable inlet and

outlet holes. Tied and fixed at the cable exit or the cable bend.
Cables, power cords, and ground wires are placed in the same slot, no

overlap or mixed. If the cable is too long, please neatly placed in the middle of
the cable rack, and cannot be pressed on other cables.

Be careful knotting when laying pigtails and minimize the turning points
and the turning radius should not be too small. The lashing should be
moderately tight and not too tight. When laying on the cable rack, it should be
placed separately from other cables

Both ends of the cable should have corresponding marks, and the
content of the marks is concise and easy to maintain
Notice

Be careful knotting when laying pigtails and minimize the turning points
and the turning radius should not be too small to avoid serious loss of link
optical signals and quality of communication.
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4. Appendix
4.1. Technology index
IEEE standard IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab, IEEE802.z and

IEEE802.3x etc.
Exchange
method Store and forward

Backplane
bandwidth 1.4G

Package
cache 1Mbit

RJ45
parameters

Physical interface: RJ45 with shield, IEEE802.3ab
standard
RJ45 port: 10Base-T/100Base-TX/1000Base-T
Support auto-negotiation function
Transmission distance: <100 meters

SFP
parameters

Fiber: multi mode 850nm/550m single mode
1310nm/20/40Km
Single mode 1490nm/60/80K Single mode
1550nm/20/40/60/70/80Km
Connector type: shielded SFP base Transmission
rate: 1.25Gbps

Power
parameters

Input voltage
DC power input range: DC12-48V and DC48V (36-72V)
(support dual power supply redundant input)
AC power input range: DC110-370V and AC85-264V
(single power supply)
Input power consumption: 3.7W (@24V)
Overcurrent protection: built-in

Mechanical
parameters

Physical size (height×width×depth):
118mm×35mm×86mm
Installation method: standard DIN rail
Heat dissipation form: aluminum alloy single-rib chassis
surface heat dissipation, no fan
Case protection: IP40 Weight: 0.64kg

Working
environment

Working temperature: -40℃~+85℃
Storage temperature: -40℃~+85℃
Humidity: 5%~95% (no condensation)
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EMC Standard
EN61000-4-2 Anti-static (ESD): ±8kV contact discharge, ±15kV air

discharge
EN61000-4-3 electromagnetic field: 10V/m (80-1000MHz)
EN61000-4-6 Anti-conduction: 3V (10kHz~150kHz), 10V (150kHz~80

MHz)
EN55022: EN55022 Class A

4.2. Structure size

4.3. Selection guide
Model GT GF Power supply

RJ45 DB9 SFP 1. DC power
supply:

DC12～48V,
DC48V (36～

72V)
2. AC power
supply:

DC110～370V
or AC85～264V

MIEN2205G-GS/M 4 0 1

MIEN2205G 5 0 0

MIEN1203G-
GS/M 2 0 1

MIEN1203G-
GS/M-DB9 1 1 1

AC power
supply:

DC110～370V
or AC85～264V
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State
Our company has the right to change the product model without

notifying the user. For the latest information, please consult market or
technical support staff.

.
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